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In recent years, the existence of a ‘cult of icons’ in early Byzantium has been increasingly questioned:
several prominent scholars have argued that the veneration of religious images played a role in
contemporary patterns of piety so marginal that there is reason to doubt even the widespread existence
of such images before the iconoclastic controversies of the eighth century. Indeed, it is a hallmark of such
studies to emphasise the very limited dimensions of whatever actual dispute the modern use of the term
‘Iconoclasm’ has come to denote – or, as it were, ‘mask’. The current paper attempts to re-assert both the
positive existence of a cult of religious images in the period before ‘Iconoclasm’ and its amplitude,
especially as a fundamental aspect of the culture of Christian pilgrimage in early Byzantium. The paper
does this by rehabilitating a number of ‘icon stories’ found in hagiography from between 550 and 650,
which sceptics of a contemporary cult of images have taken to reflect iconophile interpolations of a later
date. Crucial evidence for the rehabilitation of these stories (and the images they describe) comes from
two overlooked sources, the one textual, the other archaeological.
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